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BREAST TUMOR AND HOMEOPATHY
Mind is the highest authority of the human body. It rules all the organic functions. Anything
which affects the mind will automatically affects the body and its functions. Mind is governed
by the feelings and emotions. Relationships are complex social interactions full of memories
and emotions. If one has lost a child, or a relationship has ended up in disappointment, if
mental shock or stress is unresolved, then negative feelings may build up, which are toxic and
harmful for the individual. These emotional toxins may combine with environmental, social and
nutritional factors and increase the darkness and stagnation within the body. When these toxic,
unresolved, disappointed emotions settle in the connective tissue, takes the form of a tumor.
Tumors are the product of the individual and to cure it properly, the power to produce the
tumor should be eliminated from the body. Cutting off tumor probably makes the patient free
from the tumor but leaves the producing power within the body. And very often it is seen that
the surgical interference increases the tumor-producing power, which enhances the growth of
the tumor and makes it fatal.
To refresh the tissues and cells, homeopathy acts as a natural cleanser. Homeopathy treats
the person as a whole. It means that homeopathic treatment focuses on the patient as a person
as well as his pathological condition. The homeopathic medicines are selected after a full
individualizing examination and case-analysis, which includes the medical history of the patient,
physical and mental constitution etc. The predisposition or the susceptibility of the patient is
also often taken into account for the treatment of chronic conditions.
BREAST TUMORS
Breast tumors are non cancerous and harmless tumors which are made up of fibrous tissues
of the breast. The incidence of breast tumors reduces with increasing age. Breast tumors may
be smooth, round and easily movable swellings. Generally it is painless and may affect both
breasts. Pain and tenderness (pain when touched) may be present especially before periods
and subsides after periods. Transformation of breast tumor into cancerous tumor is rare. In
such cases, there will be sudden increase in size of tumor. Pain in breast will not be affected by
menstrual cycle; tumors will be hard and immovable.
PRECIPITATING FACTORS
Environmental factors such as, frequent exposure of the sensitive breast tissue to the X-ray
radiation is very risky. Radiation itself might cause cancer. Another major factor is hormonal
therapies such as birth control pills, infertility treatments, and hormonal replacement therapy:
all these drugs use estradiol (hormone) which helps tumor cells to grow. As soon as hormones
get balanced, tumor ceases to grow.
HOMOEOPATHY
Homeopathy works wonderfully in cases of breast tumors. Homeopathy has good
supportive role in the mild, moderate and advanced cases of tissue changes. Homeopathic

medicines are prescribed after studying patient’s complete case history. It enhances the body’s
self healing mechanism (immunity) and helps to regress the breast tumor. The aim of
homeopathy is not only to cure the disease; rather it is to cure the individual. It helps the
individual to attain a state of peace, calmness and happiness. So that he can enjoy his
existence. It is the state, where his mind can rest and lives a stress-free life. Hence no toxic
emotions will be realized and the individual will be healthier. Once, the highest authority of the
body is relaxed and free from diseased emotions, the tumor will start disappearing and with a
span of time, it will go away from the body, leaving the individual in a cured state.
There are various symptoms listed in homeopathic repertory regarding breast tumor which
helps in individualizing the case such as breast tumor after injury, breast tumor accompanied
with hot perspiration or stomach complaint, left sided brast tumor, breast tumor hard schirrhus
like, painful.
CONCLUSION
Two things are there in abnormal growths - the pathological condition and the phenomena
of that condition. All the pathologies or tumors are the finished products, the ripened fruits, the
important milestone of the disease phenomenon; the creation of the perverted prolonged life
force. So no tumor or pathological condition is the primary cause of any disease, it is the
disturbed and stressed life force (immunity) which precedes disease phenomena.
J.H.ALLEN -We must go back to the life force for all action and all change in the structures of the
organism itself. A tumor is but an inhibitory point due to perverted life action.
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